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TT No.236: Paul Roth - Wednesday 25th April 2007; Kent County League Div. 2 

East; Sutton Athletic vs. Lanes End; Result: 5-0; Attendance: 20ish; Programme: 

No. 

This evening Sutton-At-Hone, is the venue for yet another dip into the KCL and 

Sutton Athletics' local derby against strugglers Lanes End from literally the next 

village.  

From Dartford take the A225 and at the village turn left into Parsonage Lane and 

just past Keith Avenue turn sharply into the unmetalled car park. Once parked it is 

a matter of walking along the dirt track for 200 yards, past grazing horses and 

allotments to emerge next to the big changing rooms building and the expanse of 

field that is the club's home. Farningham Road railway station is 1.1 miles away, I 

happen to know that for sure!  

The pitch is on the far side of the field and is bounded by a large hedge that runs 

the full length of the ground. A set of step ladders are positioned on the halfway 

line in readiness for ball retrieval duty and were constantly in use.  

The visiting goalie had told me his team were only at half strength and I was 

surprised how well they played throughout the 90 minutes, only really capitulating 

in the last 15 minutes or so when they conceded three late goals to give the score 

a rather lop-sided look.  

The arena is not roped off, there is no cover, no catering facilities (there's a chip 

shop and pub half a mile down the road towards Farningham and no, I didn't test 

them out) and definitely no programme but is, all the same, a pleasant place to 

watch football. Well I would say that wouldn't I? The small attendance was 

augmented by 5 'hoppers, including myself, all hailing from Kent!  

Not often do I mention the referee in these pages but not only did the man do his 

job very well during the period of play, I was impressed before kick off when he 

explained to the young men playing the game this evening about the loss today of 

Alan Ball who had died earlier in the day and exactly why we were having a 

minutes silence to remember a footballer who uniquely held the distinction of 

being one of a small select few to have won the World cup of football for this 

country. What a pity the few Lanes End supporters couldn't see fit to remain silent 

for just sixty seconds!  

Another balmy night out.  

FGIF Rating: 3*. 
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